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Lecture and workshop times: Tuesdays, from 18:30 to 21:05. (A lecture of two 45-mins sessions followed by a 1-hour seminar discussion)

Lecture room: H3305 (No. 3 Teaching Building), Fudan University

In addition to these lectures, for which participation is required, Nordic Centre will also host voluntary film screenings, usually on Mondays. Information on these screenings will be provided in class.

The top two students of the class will be offered an exchange place at the University of Bergen, the University of Copenhagen, and the University of Tampere of their choice with tuition covered, in addition to travel expenses covered by Fudan University, and a living expense stipend of 1,500 euros.

Course Description:
The course will familiarize students with the Nordic countries and provide analytical perspectives on the interplay between the welfare society and various aspects of media in Nordic countries. Specific attention is paid to the success of Nordic Noir drama, children and gender perspectives on media, the role of public service media in the Nordic media model, and the current challenges to Nordic media in view of digital transformations.

Course objectives:
To give the students a good understanding of the media in Nordic countries and the interplay between various media, cultural values, and the welfare society model. The course includes both historical and contemporary perspectives.

Course Requirements:
Good command of English

Teaching Methods:
Lectures (18H), tutoring seminars/discussions (19.5h), written essay (8-10 pp.)

Teaching Materials & References:
Articles given by the instructors, uploaded to the e-learning platform http://elearning.fudan.edu.cn/portal. Two articles are expected to be read as preparation for each week. In addition, one article is provided for supplementary reading for each week.
COURSE OUTLINE

September 12th: Introduction
*Introduction to the course and scholarships*

September 19th: Lecture 1
*Introduction to the Nordic countries: geography, history, politics*

September 26th: Lecture 2
*The Nordic Welfare Model and cultural policies: How is the Nordic model different from other regions of Europe and the world*

October 3rd is national holiday

October 10th: Lecture 3
*Documentary TV in the Nordic context: institutional and socio-cultural point of views*

October 17th: Lecture 4
*The Nordic Media Model: public service media between politics and the market*

October 24th: Lecture 5
*Challenges to the Nordic media model: New media and the transformation of legacy news media organizations*

October 31th: Lecture 6
*Political journalism in the Nordic countries: historical and current perspectives*

November 7th: Lecture 7
*Arts and cultural journalism in the Nordic countries: historical and current perspectives*

November 14th: Lecture 8
*Nordic Noir: Themes and narratives in Nordic film and television series*

November 21th: Lecture 9
*Nordic Noir: How to organize creative television production in public service media*

November 28nd Lecture 10
*Film and gender: Perspectives to Aki Kaurimäki’s films*

December 5th: Lecture 11
*Gendered media usage during the life course: What do aged people think about media?*
COURSE SCHEDULE

- **September 12: Introduction to course and to scholarships**
  
  Lecturer: *Magnus Jorem*, Nordic Centre, Fudan University
  
  This intro lecture outlines the contents of the course and provides practical information on teaching methods, evaluation, and the scholarship for exchange studies (in Bergen, Norway, Copenhagen, Denmark, or Tampere, Finland) that the top two students in the class will be offered. The lecturer, from Norway and Denmark, will also give some personal reflections on what makes the Nordic region interesting, with inputs from the new Nordic Centre intern, Ida Illum, who comes from Denmark.

- **September 19: Introduction to the Nordic countries: geography, history, politics**
  
  Lecturer: *Stein Kuhnle*, University of Bergen
  
  The lecture will give an introduction to the geography and political history of the five Nordic countries. It will introduce and explain concepts of ‘Scandinavia’ and ‘Norden’, and briefly outline the history of state- and nation-building towards the consolidation since the Second World War in 1945 of five independent Nordic nation-states and welfare states. The lecture will introduce and discuss the image or social construction of a ‘Nordic model’ and the creation of ‘Nordic identity’.

  **Literature:**
  
  Mary Hilson (2008), *The Nordic Model: Scandinavia since 1945* (London, Reaktion Books): Introduction (pp. 11-24) and chapter 1 (pp. 25-55)
  

- **September 26: The Nordic Welfare Model and cultural policies: How is the Nordic model different from other regions of Europe and the world**
  
  Lecturer: *Stein Kuhnle*, University of Bergen
  
  The lecture will follow up Lecture 1 and introduce the concepts of the ‘Nordic welfare model’. It will present social and political characteristics of the Nordic countries and how the modern Nordic countries and societies taken as a whole can be distinguished from other countries in the world, in Europe and beyond. The lecture will discuss the normative foundation of the Nordic welfare model and how this is related to the goals of cultural policies in the Nordic countries.

  **Literature:**
  
  
October 3 is a national holiday

October 10: Documentary TV in the Nordic context: institutional and socio-cultural point of views.

Lecturer: Iiris Ruoho, University of Tampere

This week the subject of the lecture is the idea of documentary TV in the Nordic context. In order to keep both the technological, institutional and cultural change in mind the lecture takes two different approaches in an attempt to articulate the social role of the documentary TV. The first approach is an institutional one and considers the public meanings and social values of documentary TV. This approach is also related to the discussion on boundaries between broadcast media and new forms of networked communications and both the past and future of the Nordic television.

The second approach considers documentary TV in its socio-cultural context regarding old and new modes of the communication and concepts of public knowledge. This approach leads us to understand documentary TV as something that not only reflecting but also constructing our social imagination of a Nordic society and its groups of people.

Literature:


Required viewing:

The Idle Ones (Joutilaat), dir. Susanna Helge and Virpi Suutari

Madam President (Rouva Presidentti 2012), dir. Aleksis Bardy

October 17: The Nordic Media Model: public service media between politics and the market

Lecturer: Stig Hjarvard, University of Copenhagen

This lecture will introduce various dimensions of a Nordic media model and compare the characteristics of Nordic media to other media systems, using the comparative media system framework of Hallin and Mancini. We will particularly look at the role of public service media and how their programming obligations are framed by cultural policies, media institutions, and market demands.
Literature:


- Chapter 1 “The Nordic Model and the Media Welfare State”
- Chapter 4 “Public Service Broadcasting”


- October 24: Challenges to the Nordic media model: New media and the transformation of legacy news media organizations

Lecturer: Stig Hjarvard, University of Copenhagen

This lecture will consider the challenges facing public service media and national newspapers in the Nordic region as regard digitalization, marketization and globalization. In particular we will look at the ways in which the news services of public and private media organizations try to adapt to changing patterns of user behavior and how the regulatory framework and cultural obligations of such media are gradually being transformed.

Literature:


- October 31: Political journalism in the Nordic countries: historical and current perspectives

Lecturer: Nete Nørgaard Kristensen, University of Copenhagen

This lecture will introduce political journalism in the Nordic countries and how it has transformed during the 20th century and first decades of the 21st century, reflecting changes within the professional ideology of journalism, media technological change and an increasingly competitive news market but also changes within politics, voting patterns and political communication.

Literature:


**November 7: Arts and cultural journalism in the Nordic countries: historical and current perspectives**

Lecturer: Nete Nørgaard Kristensen, University of Copenhagen

This lecture will introduce arts and cultural journalism as a distinct type of journalism with a prominent place in Nordic news media, emphasising transformations during the 20th century and the first decades of the 21st century. Focus points will include the changing professional expertise of cultural journalists and critics (from an ‘aesthetic paradigm’ to ‘a news paradigm’) and the changing cultural outlook of the beat, reflecting an increasingly broad concept of culture and an increasingly globalised culture industry.

**Literature:**


**November 14 : Nordic Noir: Themes and narratives in Nordic film and television series**

Lecturer: Mette Hjort, University of Copenhagen
The focus in the first of our two weeks devoted to Nordic Noir will be on questions of genre. We will situate paradigmatic examples of the Nordic Noir film within the context of Noir more generally, the point being to understand what the term 'Nordic' encompasses in this case. Given that Nordic Noir has emerged as a major brand, questions of transnational/international audience appeal will also be considered. Our discussion will make reference to central feature films, the one from Norway, the other a Danish/Swedish coproduction.

**Literature:**


**Required viewing:**

*Insomnia* (1997), dir. Erik Skjoldbjærg, Norway

The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo (Män som hatar kvinnor, 2009), directed by Niels Arden Oplev, Sweden/Denmark/Germany/Norway

---

**November 21: Nordic Noir: How to organize creative television production in public service media**

Lecturer: Mette Hjort, University of Copenhagen

In the second week devoted to Nordic Noir our focus will shift to the TV series that have played a crucial role in defining the phenomenon, *The Killing* and *The Bridge*. There is much to say about the success of these series on a national, regional, and international basis. A measure of this success is the quite considerable remake activity that both series have inspired. Emphasizing practitioner’s agency, the craft-based thinking that goes into the making of these series, we will seek to shed light on the benefits of specific production practices that have much to do with the series’ noteworthy qualities.

**Literature:**


---. "Prime Time Public Service Crime: Forbrydelsen/The Killing. In Writing and Producing Television Drama in Denmark, 159-182.

**Required viewing:**

The Killing (Forbrydelsen; 2007-2012), series creator and head writer Søren Sveistrup, Denmark/Norway/Sweden/Germany; Season 1, Episode 1.1 & 1.2.
November 28: Film and gender: Perspectives to Aki Kaurimäki’s films

Lecturer: Sanna Kivimäki, University of Tampere

The lecture will focus on the “Kaurismäki phenomena” both in Finland and abroad. The lecture focuses on three themes:

1) Trends in Scandinavian Melodramas
2) Kaurismäki as a Finnish “author” and a narrator of “Finnishness”
3) Social class and gender in Kaurismäki’s films

The first theme will focus on the history and current trends in Nordic melodramas (especially in Finland) and contextualize them to the historical and social changes. We will discuss melodrama as a genre and the melodramatic aspects of Kaurismäki’s films and in other Scandinavian films (e.g. Lukas Moodysson, Lars von Trier), as well the understandings of nostalgia today.

The second theme concentrates on the interpretations of Kaurimäki’s films as representations of Finnishness and Finland, both in Finland and abroad. We will discuss the ways of seeing the connections between fiction and nationality and their gendered understandings.

The third part will focus on the gendered readings and interpretations of Kaurimäki’s films, especially on the so called Worker’s Trilogy.

Literature:


Required viewing:


December 5: Gendered media usage during the life course: What do aged people think about media?

Lecturer: Sanna Kivimäki, University of Tampere

As well known, the number of aged people is growing quickly in most of the European countries. In Finland, for example, the statistics show that the number of adults over 65 years is currently about 20% of the population, the majority of them women. Currently, the life expectancy of the Finnish women is 83 years, when Finnish men are expected to live six years less, 77 years.
Consequently, elderly people will account for a bigger share of the media audience than in previous years.

The lecture will give an overview to the questions of age, gender and media. We will discuss the media representations of aged people, generation and gender bound experiences of media and the digitalization of the society. The empirical examples will be based on my ongoing research on aged womens' media memory writings.

**Literature:**


**Required viewing:**


---

**December 13; Summary and Q&A**

Lecturer: Sanna Kivimäki, University of Tampere

The session will fall in two parts. First, we'll discuss the course and summarize the main themes. Second, we'll talk about examines: What is expected from your essay? How to structure an essay? And not the least: We can discuss possible topics for your essays.